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1. Introduction

When an aircraft lands both the horizontal and vertical components of velocity must be
reduced to zero. The horizontal deceleration may be spread over a long ground run but the
vertical deceleration must be achieved by deflection of the landing gear and aircraft structure.

,4 In a common type of survivable crash the aircraft may impact generally flat ground, at a moderate
.4 , angle but with an excessive rate of descent so that the landing gear is overloaded and may be broken

(or it may be retracted). Then most of the deceleration must be achieved by structural collapse.
The stopping distance for the occupant, in a downwards direction is limited by the usually
small amount that the seat and under floor structure can collapse. And this can result in large
deceleration forces occurring in the spine of the occupant.

The height of the seat is usually a substantial proportion of the distance between the occupant
and the bottom of the aircraft and so its compression characteristics can have an important
effect on the forces transmitted to the occupant.%

lIn this type of crash the longitudinal forces, developed during the ground slide, are a conse- t
"L " quence of the vertical forces so the downwards component of deceleration is likely to be dominant.

These views are confirmed by most simulations of aircraft crashes.
: ' Recent tests by NASA involving four high-wing, light-aircraft' showed that in a simulation

: of a crash landing with a descent rate of 64 m/s the pelvis decelerations in the downwards and
longitudinal directions were similar even though the landing gear was effective in absorbing a

l large fraction of the landing impact, and the dummies were not dislodged from normal positions.
Under more severe conditions, which produced extensive collapse of the cabin and so would
have been only marginally survivable, the downwards acceleration was two to three times greater
than the longitudinal component. Previous series of NASA tests on low-wing twin-engine
aircraft,2,3 and a comparison of a test crash with an actual accident 4 all show vertical loading
was as great or greater than the longitudinal loading. The injury consequences are likely to be
serious because the spine of a seated occupant is vulnerable to compressive loads. •

Current civil aviation requirements such as FAR 235 appear to under-rate the importance -

U,''.

of vertical forces and the need for energy absorption, and the downwards design strength is ,,
usually much less than the design longitudinal strength.

It may be noted that the significance of this imbalance may have been masked by the in- '
effective support provided by the simple lap-belt. The benefit of longitudinal strength has onlybeen available since the introduction of safety belts with upper torso restraint.

The Crash Survival Design Guideh o recent military standards 8 and a proposed but not
erimplemented civil standard cited by Snyder, 9 all recommend greater strength and capabilityto absorb energy. Certain recent helicopters and light aircraft incorporate some energy absorption

and both tests and computer simulations have been made, but to date incorporation of the
principle has been tentative and the FAA recently rejected calls for improvements in the _1
standards. deacl

To provide a benchmark on the performance of simple, conventional seats, several different

types were subjected to vertical deceleration tests.
The tests were carried out in the cabin of a typical, high-wing light-aircraft so that any

flexibility in the floor would be represented.
The cabin, carrying the test seat with an anthropometric dummy, was allowed to fall through

a distance of v6 metres and was stopped in one tenth of this distance. The average deceleration
was thus v s a e s about 14g. The test velcity, approximately 5 m/s was
several irecthan would be expected in a normal landing, but is less than the design value
used for some robust types of aircraft such as naval aircraft intended for deck landing.

was as great or greater than the longitud ~I dn.Teijr osqecsaelkl ob
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2. CURRENT SEAT DESIGN CRITERIA

A typical specification for civil aircraft seats"t requires the seat to be able to withstand 9g
applied in a forward direction but only 6 or 7g downwards. this loading is mainly to ensure

.5 strength in flight. A *fitting factor* of 133 is applicable in some parts and some standards note
that energy-absorption is desirable.

. Severe design requirements are given in Mil-S-58095 which states that the seat should
attenuate body deceleration to tolerable values when the cabin is subjected to a pulse with a peak
of 48g and velocity change of 15 ms and an energy absorbing stroke of at least 300mm is
recommended. Toler..ble acceleration is given as 23g, but if the yielding force is not adjustable
to suit the mass of the occupant a value corresponding to 14'5g on the 50th percentile occupant
is recommended.

A more recent specification. Mil-S-81771. is superficially similar and requires energy absorp-
tion in a similar pulse. but allows the designer to select the operating force to suit the available
stroke, Certification testing is carried out with a heavy 'body' (105kg). By setting the test con-
ditions for a very severe impact and very heavy 'occupant' without a limit on the transmitted
deceleration, the specification is likely to encourage a high yield force which would produce

* excessive spinal loading for most occupants in most crashes.

3* 3. TEST EQUIPMENT

The cabin was decelerated after falling 1.6 metres, by a shock absorber connected to the
cabin by eight seat belt webbing straps.

The shock absorber was mounted on a gantry approximately four metres high as shown in
Fig. I. Four of the webbing straps were attached to the wing mountings, the others were looped
under the cabin. During the deceleration the straps stretched about 100 mm, but they returned
to their original length after the test.

The shock absorber dissipated energy by bending two steel rods, 6.4 mm in diameter,
as they were pulled over rollers. The construction of the absorber is shown in Fig. 2. Each test
extended the unit about 60 mm. but four tests could be carried out before the rods were fully
extended. The rods were then replaced. The force required to extend the unit could be adjusted
by varying the thickness of the spacer plates in the shock absorber, but all the tests described
used the maximum force setting of 29 kN. The variation of the decelerating force with time.
or displacement. was approximately trapezoidal, but the interaction between the dummy and the
cabin resulted in a cabin deceleration pulse with peaks and troughs above and below the nominal
10g deceleration. This is detailed in 'Results' section 9.

The cabin was lifted to its drop position by an additional webbing strap. This was attached
to an overhead hoist by a bomb release. The shock absorber and bomb release were both
directly above the centre of gravity of the cabin to minimize the tendancy of the cabin to pitch

* or roll, but in addition the attitude was maintained by a continuous cable which was attached
to the front and back of the cabin and ran over pulleys on the gantry. The arrester straps were

,, attached to the sides of the fuselage to prevent it from rolling.
The test seat was fitted on the floor rails in the cabin and the dummy was restrained by the

aircraft seat belt.

4. INSTRUMENTATION AND RECORDING

The impact accelerations were measured by quartz accelerometers mounted on the cabin
floor and in the *pelvis' of the dummy. The floor accelerometer was mounted on a 25 mm thick
steel plate (50 mm wide) bonded to the floor beam'.. The downwards deflection of the dummy

* 2
.OU.
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pelvis (ie. seat compression) Vas ni~-Ured Iintests froiiiNo.l2 on%%iirds Accelera t oll' and
pevi ovmet%%r dspaedol t or hnnl lrak ocilscp. ndfltr %er nar

porated in the accelerometer sixstem to attenuate x ibration effects. Satisfactoro traces %%ere
obtained when the filters were set to block frequencies ibo~c 100) Hz. The oscilloscope "its
triggered by a switch on the cabin, actixated as the arresting straps tielhtened. The tests "~ere
filmed at 400 frames per second and the oscilloscope trigger nmechanisn i.%ws isible in the film.

Triggering also flashed a signal onto the ede of thc filnm.
The impact velocity, drop height and stopping distance %%ere measured] b\ sliders v"hich

were moved along vertical wires by an arm attached to the fronit of the cabin. Velocits \%as
calculated from signals generated as the slider passed t\,%o photo electric sensors. The slide \%ire
components are evident in Fig. 3.

5. THE TEST DUIJNIV

A detailed 50th percentile anthropomnetric dummN (Alderson VIIP 5) xkas used Ii the
*commissioning tests but it was observed that the 'buttocks' xNere wvider than the seat frame ats

shown in Fig. 4a. Most seats had at peripheral frame "xith ,prints or %-.ebbing straps stretched
across the framne and as the dumm) \&as expected to penetrate deepl\ Into the frame it %%as
considered essential that the steel and rubber dlumm should not haxe greater resistance than the
flesh-and-blood counterpart. The relati\xely fragile structure ot'a human pel~is is, shoxmn in I-ig
A 5th percentile dummy \&as available and \Nhilst less sophisticated the buttock s%idth %s ~
considered more suitable as shown in Fig. 4b.

This dummy has articulated 'armns' and 'legs* and setmi-tlexiblc 'spine' and *ne4Ak I 1l.e
movement of the limbs during impact ma indicate kinematics,. hut it also mnakes .isseSSInenm ot -

the impact force from the impact acceleration difficult because the ctlecti~c mass I unknii.\kni
To allow this force to be calculated the dunmm\ 'to)rsoi %as reptakcd lh .i igid 111,1 ho it t

to the pelvis in some tests%. These are referred to als rigid-hack tests Iti fi~ rigd ii.

to the 'pelvis' also ensured that the accelerometer axis ciultf he deterined tint Itik li. ri lit,

The mass of the rigid torso could be 35 kg to gixc a toital it1 h, k 1rcsl iti !pm

to the 5th percentile (57 kog). or 49 kg tim gix e a totall ot ',N '11 r 1 11t it. 1 0 it Iit , I~

The mass of the lower legs and feet %ka% 9 kV

6. THE SEATS

6.1 Seat A

This type of seat %as provided iripinalt. IPA
used for all the tests. It is shoxkn tAlth stA up11ti [11

frame was constructed from round steel tuht -mi'i i
canvas sheet bonded ito the frame -.i tin i wt, . 1

position on the floor rails h\ ai singlc lp -'iiTi

6.2 Sent B

This type, shom, n in Fig '/ %Ii pri,% d..t I.-IIi

of aircraft as Seat A and tit% the snIl ?I' . - I
made from rectangular section aluniitim i,

d ~springs similar to those on Scat -\ hut the ( r

6.3 Seat C

This seat, Fig. 8, \&as pro' ided tiir mlii ili-1-
aircraft. Like Seat A the frame ".i% nad,, HIi i r J-

supported by a lattice of' natural tihre s"ehhiiig t h..

after wrapping around the frame. I(l sell A4t, Ldi

and fabric cover. The seat wxas designed to r ai ti'. -I".

in the cabin by using adaptors It x% Is t(Iced III pt1t IL
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6.4 Seat D

This was an experimental, energy absorbing derivative of Seat C and had the webbing
replaced by a series of transverse wires. Each wire was arranged to make a simple energy absorber O1
as shown in Fig. 9. When the critical tension of 1.5 kN was exceeded the wires pulled over the
spindle. End to end symmetry within the sleeve balanced the loads on the spindle and rotation
of the spindle minimized friction. The sleeve controlled the bend radius and was located b-

." the spindle.

6.5 Seat E

Seat E was provided in the rear of the test cabin to accommodate t~.o passengers and since
it is fitted over a raised part of the floor has only stub legs as shown in Fig. 10a. The occupant
is only supported a few centimetres above the floor as shown in Fig. 10,.

Lap belts are attached to the seat frame.
In the tests the seat was mounted in the front seat position to maintain the correct centre

of gravity of the cabin assembly.

6.6 Seat F

This was a cushion of energy absorbing foam with a density of 60 kg m3 and a thickness
of 75 mm. It was placed directly on the floor, and the floor anchored lap belt was used to restrain
the dummy.

C.' ".',

7. TESTING PROCEDURE

Before each test the dummy was positioned as far back as possible on the seat and strapped
.- in firmly with the aircraft restraint system. In some of the early tests it was found that if the

dummy lent on the back rest, the high vertical inertia forces and backwards slope of back rest
resulted in large backwards movements. It was considered that in a crash there would usually
be sufficient forwards inertia force to preclude this motion and so in some tests-as noted later--
the dummy was supported in an erect position by a strap braced from the cabin fire wall.

S'. The velocity measuring device and the datum for drop height and stopping distance measure-
ment were set at the resting height of the cabin and the cabin raised to its drop height. The
trigger and slide-wire markers were set and with a suitable 'count-down' the camera was started
and the cabin released. ..

After impact the deflections and traces were recorded and the cabin inspected, the dummy
and seat were removed and examined. "4-

8. INTERPRETATION OF DUMMY ACCELERATION

%:, The spine of a seated human can withstand a compressive force corresponding to a steady
acceleration of about 20g6 in the direction of the spine. If the body is slumped forward the . .
strength of the spine is reduced because load is concentrated at the front edges of the vertebrae.
Firm support with some arching in the lumbar region may increase the strength. Humans vary, % 4-

both in the strength of the skeleton and the mass which must be supported, and therefore a
precise tolerance figure is not possible. In addition the duration of the pulse, its shape and any
'spikes' superimposed on the pulse are important.

To check the safety of ejection seats some specifications' require a sample to be tested
al. with a dummy to represent the occupant and the seat acceleration pulse is measured. This

pulse is interpreted by calculating the response of a damped mass/spring system. This system
represents the mass of the occupants torso and the compressive stiffness of his spine. The
maximum compression of the spine/spring, expressed as the 'Dynamic Response Index', DRI, is
evaluated and compared with the allowable value DRI 18. (This corresponds to the con-
dition under a steady acceleration of 18g).

Although the situation with a heavy ejection seat is not the same as that with the light cabin
seats, the Dynamic Response Index was evaluated from the pulse recorded in the pelvis of the
dummy for most tests. This and the DRI method are discussed further in the Appendix.

* 12:,,':.i-W
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9. RESULTS

The velocity of the cabin just prior to the deceleration in all of the tests was between 5 15
and 5'25 mis but the cabin rebounded and this added approximately I m s to the total vclocit\
change.

A record of cabin and dummy decelerations and seat compression is shown in Fig. I la.
It is seen that cabin deceleration increased progressively for the first 20-25 ms as the webbing
straps were stretched. The deceleration then "levelled-out' as the shock absorber started to extend
but fluctuated above and below the mean of lOg because of the interaction of the dummy and
cabin. After about 60 ms, the deceleration decreased indicating that the cabin had been brought
to rest and that the taut straps were contracting and accelerating the cabin upwards ('upward
acceleration' is indistinguishable from 'deceleration' in the traces). The nominal pulse, corre-
sponding to the force applied to the cabin, is shown in Fig. I lb. The cabin deceleration fluctuated
above and below this because early in the pulse (say at A, Fig. I Ia) the decelerating force from
the strap tension, approximately 29 kN, acted only on the cabin mass (230 kg) resulting in a
high deceleration of 14g. Later the dummy's deceleration reached its peak value of 21g (al
point B) and the resulting force from the dummy, 16 kN, acting downwards onto the seat, in
opposition to the strap tension, reduced the decelerating force from 29 to 13 kN and the cabin
deceleration to 6g (point C).

The traces, Fig. I Ia, also show that the maximum dummy deceleration was developed later
than the maximum cabin deceleration. This was because the dummy deceleration force was only
produced as the seat was compressed. It follows that a large part of the cabin deceleration was
completed before the dummy deceleration was fully established. Therefore, a large proportion
of the dummy deceleration and energy absorption had to be provided by the seat. This is, of
course, a typical response of a flexible system, but in the drop tests the delay in the build-up of
the dummy deceleration was exaggerated because the dummy was lifted above its normal static
position while the cabin fell freely. This 'slack' increased the time taken to re-compress the
cushion (or seat) and achieve effective deceleration forces. The spurious delay caused by the
lifting of the dummy is roughly equivalent to a more abrupt deceleration.

In summary it is safer to regard the pulse as an abrupt deceleration, with a peak in the
range 14-30 g, and a velocity change of approximately 6 m/s, than to relate response directly
to the measured cabin deceleration.

This behaviour must be common to many types of dynamic test in which the test specimen
is disturbed from its normal static equilibrium shortly before impact, unless the dummy is held
in its 'static' compression by very stiff supports. Despite efforts to hold the dummy in the cabin
it usually lifted by about 20 mm as shown by the 'Seat Compression' trace in Fig. I Ia.

10. SEAT BEHAVIOUR

10.1 Seat A

Two examples of this type of seat were tested, one, which had been overloaded in static
, tests and repaired was used in tests 6 and 8 (a list is given in Table I) the other had been used in

normal service and was used in tests 9 and 10. The seats were inspected after each test and if
necessary the springs were reset. The standard 5th percentile dummy was used in tests 6 and 9,
but the rigid back dummy was used in the other two tests. It was weighted to 64 kg (5th per-
centile) in test 8, and 77 kg (50th percentile) in test 10. Deceleration traces for tests 6, 8 and 10
are shown in Fig. 12 but the trace for test 9 was incomplete.

The maximum decelerations in the dummies were between 18 and 20g and it is seen that the
results were very similar even though there were differences in the dummies.

Pictures from the high-speed film of test 9, Fig. 13, show the cabin at the start of the
deceleration pulse and at about the time of maximum seat deflection. The backrest fold
mechanism was damaged and seat springs were stretched by the test loading.

In the tests with the rigid back dummies the 'torso' was supported in a vertical position.
The assembly is shown at the start of the deceleration pulse of test 10, and when the deflection
of the seat was a maximum in Fig. 14. This test resulted in the greatest deflection of Seat A.
Post-test inspection showed distortion of the springs and sufficient deflection to bend the diagonal
strut as shown in Fig. 6.

15O
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The DRI for test 10 was 22"4.
This value, and the peak values of the cabin and dummn deceleration arc listed in Tabfc 1.

10.2 Seat B

This seat was tested twice, first with the 5th percentile dummy (test 14) and later with the
rigid back dummy weighted to 50th percentile mass (77 kg) (test 15).

Traces of the decelerations and dummy displacement are shown in Fig. 15.The peak deceleration was about 20g in each test. The deflection with the smaller dummy "

was only 80 mm and did not cause visible damage to the seat. The assembly is shown at the start
of the deceleration and near maximum deflection on Fig. 16. The heavier dummy depressed the
cushion by nearly 180 mm and the bottom of the upholstery contacted the seat frame and left
several threads on the structure as shown on Figs 17a and 17b.

The deceleration was less than with the lighter dummy initially but increased rapidly as the
seat bottomed.

The DRI with the heavier dummy was 24.
* 'V'"

10.3 Seat C

This seat was tested only with the rigid back dummy at 50th percentile mass (test 12). The
.,. deceleration and displacement traces, Fig. 18, show a maximum dummy deceleration of 13g

followed by a period when deceleration varied between 8 and 12g and deflection increased from
80 to 120 mm.

The DRI was 17-3.
The dummy was pressed deeply into the seat as shown on Fig. 19 and the staples fastening

the webbing straps pulled through, freeing the straps as shown in Fig. 20.
. Based on dummy mass and deceleration the force on the seat must have been about 10 kN
"._" corresponding to the maximum load that could be reacted during static tests on a similar seat.""

During this static test the webbing straps failed.

10.4 Seat D 9.

The energy absorbing seat was intended to limit the dummy deceleration to about 18g.
% ,consequently the peak deceleration (18g) and DRI of 23 were about the average for the con-

ventional seats, but the shape of the dummy deceleration trace Fig. 21 and examination of the
wires showed that the system had started to yield. Some of the wire energy absorbers had ex-
tended by about 60 mm and they were clearly capable of absorbing much more energy.

% 10.5 Sent E

The springs of Seat E compressed and allowed the dummy to impact the floor producing
7a very high deceleration as shown in Fig. 22. The maximum was off the scale but the effect
77. on the cabin deceleration suggests that the dummy deceleration reached about 45g. on this basis

the DRI would be 33.
The lap belt was nearly horizontal and so did not hold the dummy don firmly on the seat,

this resulted in the dummy rising more than usual during the free fall and the delay in the
deceleration was correspondingly increased as can be seen in Fig. 22.

10.6 Seat F

The cushion was only 75 mm thick and consequently the available distance for compression
, was small. The seat compression trace, Fig. 1 la, shows that maximum deflection beyond the

__static' position was about 45 mm and the peak dummy deceleralion was 22g.

- 1 9 - ---
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10.7 Tabulation of results

TABLE 1

Peak decelerations and Dynamic Response Index (All Tests with rigid torso dummy)

Seat

A B C D E F

Test No. 10 15 12 13 17 16

Peak Cabin deceleration g 14 16 13 15 15 14

Peak Dummy deceleration g 19 20 13 18 45 22

D.R.I. 22.4 24 17.3 23 33 -

The DRI calculated for a typical cabin deceleration (test 10) was 17.

11. CONCLUSIONS

The test series provided information about the behaviour of the seats and also about testing
procedures as follows:

11.1 Conclusions Regarding the Test Procedure

I. The base of test dummy should be as narrow as the load bearing part of a seated human,
to ensure that the seat and seat cushion receive representative loading.

2. The articulated dummies developed for car crash testing are not suitable for vertical impact
tests, because they do not usually represent spinal compressive stiffness, and the large number of
connected masses prevents the evaluation of seat forces from the deceleration measured in the
dummy.

3. The 'spinal' stiffness of the dummy could affect the behaviour of the seat and should be
represented in the test dummy.

4. A simple and more representative test dummy could embody the spinal stiffness and damping
characteristic used in the mathematical model for the Dynamic Response Index. The 'torso*
would be rigid and supported by a damped spring on a rigid base. The seat forces could be
deduced from accelerometer measurements in the torso and base and the DRI (or potential
injury level) would be indicated directly by the compression of the spine/spring.

5. Drop tests can produce impact conditions which are more severe than indicated by the *cabin'
deceleration pulse. This is because the seat springs may expand during the period of free full
and lift the dummy above its normal position and introduce slack into the system.

6. Test systems which accelerate the seat and dummy before impact are likely to displace the .
dummy just before impact as described above (5).

7. It follows that unless the seat and dummy are in equilibrium before impact. the dummy
must be held firmly to keep the seat springs etc., compressed to their normal static position.
This would be facilitated by the rigid torso and base arrangement suggested above.
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11.2 Conclusions Regarding the Seats

I. One seat (C) deformed and attenuated the deceleration to a safe value (13g corresponding
to DRI 17). This shows that the impact could be non-injurious. The webbing straps in this
seat failed and the performance would have been more reliable if the straps had extended without
actual failure.

2. With three types of seat (A, B and E) the deceleration in the dummy (14g, 26g and 45g) and
the Dynamic Response Index (DRI) (22, 24 and 33) exceeded the 'safe' values and injury would
have been probable for an occupant.
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produce a response force.
The magnitude of* this response for-e and hene.c the poicniial lo iin SiniC frit I I d. -

on the duration and shape of the acceleration pukec as vs ci! a, 0.,x pe., I t, I 1, i

of these effects some ejection seat specihecations. c-g Mil.S-94'9K, icq, 111 ,I, rsi I.

the response of a mass spring s~stem. representing thec hodts to itrL .t~k1 Limii ptiI'IIh

'.in the seat during the proving trials of' the e lection svsSicni

Using the iterative process the maximum coti eic.' II fI 111, 11110'.I n

spine, is calculated. The coefficients in the equalt"iN Pcin Ill n rida .1 dclii.~ h. h-

stillness etc. and the measure of spring compression. SiL.11. i1Lt I1)l Mitt, -11 I 111

ing from the test pulse must not exceed 18. This corresponds ito thL LkIIIto 1 . Ill I

tion of 18g.
The method assumes that the seat acceleration. nle&isui Cd In i11 he les tIt1 11 1 1 , I'[ it

(he pulse that would occur with a human occupant. Iis Is% a reas, 'nihle 't "Uti %%ilt

iheavy ejection setbut ilessatisfactorN with i ih ethLl1C11,hh%011-1Il
however measured, will be effected b the characteristics of the dunimi\ It vs otld kckitl I' r,
desirable to use a dummy with human-like res.ponse and as the l)RI mailiciiii.niiile1dc

used for interpretation of results it is proposed that the rest JUMnID shouild lilt:,orp i1,1tC ill,- DI )
characteristics. To be consistent with the established )R I model the durm \ vsotld he- si plc.
with a single torso mass supported on a spring and a damper. I he l)RI equation issutne'
damping proportional to rate of compression but an approximatelN equivalent h~drauht im rp

ing could be selected. A base would have to be provided representing hip and thigh inass lit
use the DR[ would be indicated directly by the spring force or compression.

Arms, legs and head should not be fitted as they would conflict with the 1)RI conceptl
It may be noted that the dummies developed for automotive tests do not generall\ represent
the DRI spinal compression characteristics. Multi degree of freedom mthemnatica ImrodelN
are available, but if theory and test are to be correlated it is desirable for the test and miat he-
matical occupant surrogates to be compatible.

Determination of DR]

% The equations for finding DRI, given in Mil-S-9479B are:

t12 ~8 (is d2
-

*23-7 27983
d12 /i d/,2

DRI 298 86-98
g

8 - compression of the spine/spring in feet.

23 -7 - a 'damping' coefficient

2798 - a 'stiff'ness' coefficient

d2:
4 ~/,2 -- the acceleration of the seat, upwards in ft/sec2

t - Time sec.

g - acceleration due to gravity 32 -2 fl/sec2.



The standard states that DRI must not exceed 18, i.e. the spinal compression must not
exceed the equivalent of a steady acceleration of 18g.

Hence it follows that for a torso mass M Ib:

the spring stiffness is 86 -9 M lbf/ft, and

the maximum compression must not exceed 18/86 9 ft 2 2 5" (63 mm),

the damping is 23 -7 M132 -2

0 074 M lb/ft/sec.

Note: Imperial units are shown because they are used in the Standard.
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